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INTRODUCTION

Both in production wells and in injection wells reliable quantitative information about fluid movements can be obtained with the Production Logging tools:

- Packer Flowmeter, to measure flow rates not exceeding about 2,000 barrels per day at bottom hole conditions; in the future the Packer Flowmeter will be equipped with fluid analyzing devices, to determine the approximate proportions of oil, gas and water in the flow.

- Continuous Flowmeter, for flow rates higher than about 1,000 barrels per day.

- Gradiomanometer, to measure the pressure gradient, from which the average density of the fluids in the well can be derived.

- Caliper to measure hole diameters in the case of barefoot completions.

- Cement Bond Tool, to evaluate the quality of the cementation.

- Neutron Log, responding to the presence of gas in the formations and in the casing.

- High Resolution Thermometer.

All these tools have small diameters and can be lowered through tubing against well head pressures of as much as 4,000 psi without any interruption of the production or injection. The Thermometer is of great interest, because the temperature profiles will pin-point gas entries, usually shown by a substantial cooling effect due to gas expansion, and will also - and this is even more important - give information about possible fluid movements behind pipe (casing, liner, or tubing).

There have been already several publications about temperature logs in production and injection wells (see references) but in these the case of vertical communication behind pipe is not considered. Besides in the case of gas wells, the effect of the expansion of the gas as it flows upwards is not taken into account; consequently actual temperature profiles in gas wells do not always have the shape predicted in these earlier publications.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND DERIVATIONS

- Mechanism of heat exchange -

It is assumed that at the time when the temperatures are measured, production, or injection, is under well stabilized conditions, and that the temperature remains constant at any given point in the system considered (fluids, casing, formations).

Heat exchange between the moving fluid and the casing is through forced convection in relation with the fact that temperature equilibrium cannot be attained since the fluid in contact with the casing is continuously renewed. In the case of a stagnant fluid heat exchange is through natural convection.

The parameters involved are:

- A inside cross section of the casing
- D inside diameter of the casing
- V velocity of the fluid
- v_s specific volume of the fluid
- \( \rho \) density of the fluid
- \( C_p \) specific heat of the fluid at constant pressure
- \( \mu \) viscosity of the fluid
- \( \lambda \) thermal conductivity of the fluid
- \( k \) thermal conductivity of the formation
- \( g \) acceleration of gravity
- \( T \) temperature
- \( \alpha \) coefficient of heat exchange
- \( p \) pressure
- \( G \) geothermal gradient, vertical distance over which the temperature of the formations varies by 1° centigrade

(Units: M K S system)

Kilogram always designates the unit of mass

Kilogram always designates the unit of mass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>square meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>meters/second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_s</td>
<td>cubic meters per kilogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>kilograms per cubic meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_p )</td>
<td>kilocalories per kilogram per °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>kilograms second per square meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>kilocalories per meter per hour per °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>kilocalories per meter per hour per °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g )</td>
<td>9.8 meters per second per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>degrees Centigrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>kilocalories per square meter per hour per °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>Pascal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G )</td>
<td>meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quantity of heat \( q \) (in kilocalories per square meter per second) flowing across the casing is proportional to the difference between the temperature \( T \) of the fluid and the temperature \( T_c \) of the casing:

\[
q = \alpha (T - T_c)
\]

The quantity \( \alpha \) is derived from the following dimensionless numbers:

the Reynolds number \( R = \frac{p V D}{\mu g} \)
the Prandtl number \[ P = \frac{C_p \mu g}{\lambda/3600} \]

the Biot (or Nusselt) number \[ B = \frac{a D}{\lambda} \]

\( \alpha \) is given by empirical relationships:
- for liquids \[ B = 0.0225 R^{0.8} P^{0.4} \]
- for gases \[ B = 0.02 R^{0.8} \]

Typical values of \( \alpha \) range from a few hundred to a few thousand kilocalories per square meter per hour per degree centigrade.

Heat exchange between the casing and the formation is through thermal conductivity, without any discontinuity of the temperatures.

It is assumed that there is no vertical heat transfer other than that due to vertical fluid movement.

**- Enthalpic Balance -**

Let \( z \) be the distance measured upward along the axis of the casing from some convenient reference point. Considering a small interval between \( z \) and \( z + \Delta z \), since the temperature does not change with time, the quantity of energy corresponding to the variation of the temperature \( T \) of the fluid with depth compensates the losses of heat across the casing, the expansion of the fluid (for gases) and the action of gravity.

For liquids:

2) \[ \Delta Q = - A \rho V C_p \frac{dT}{dz} \Delta z \]

For gases:

3) \[ \Delta Q = - A \rho V (C_p \frac{dT}{dz} - \nu_s \frac{dp}{dz}) \Delta z \]

The action of gravity results in:

4) \[ \frac{dp}{dz} = -\frac{g}{\nu_s} \]

this, carried into 3), gives

5) \[ \Delta Q = - A \rho V C_p (\frac{dT}{dz} + \frac{1}{\gamma}) \Delta z \]

where \( \gamma = \frac{C_p}{g} \) is a length.

Finally, between the casing and the formations heat exchange is defined by a Neumann problem: knowing \( T \) and \( T_c \), the heat flux across the casing is known; in addition the temperature of the formations \( T_e(z) \) at a sufficient distance from the well is known. It is assumed here that:

6) \[ T_e(z) = T_0 - e C \times \frac{x}{G} \]
In the case of gas production, (methane), for \( V = 2 \text{ m/sec} \) (at a depth of 8,000 feet this would correspond to a daily production of the order of 30,000,000 cubic feet measured at surface conditions), we find:

\[
\frac{J (1 + \beta)}{\beta} = 1800 \text{ meters}
\]

and \( \frac{J (1 + \beta)}{y \beta} = 17^\circ \text{ Centigrade} \)

Practical application of differential equations 8) and 9).

In fact, these are not linear differential equations, as the coefficients \( C_p \), \( \rho \), and \( \alpha \) depend on temperature. It would be possible, through the use of electronic computers, to obtain accurate solutions. However, this is not necessary, as the need is mainly for predicting the shapes of the temperature profiles, particularly at levels where fluid is produced - or absorbed - by a formation. Since, in addition, the intervals of interest are often fairly short, with temperature variations not exceeding 10 or possibly 20° Centigrade, it is sufficient to consider the solution for constant values of the coefficients corresponding to the usual practical range of temperatures and pressures. With these limitations then, equations 8) and 9) indicate that the temperature profile, for a constant flow rate, is an exponential curve with an asymptote parallel to the geothermal profile. In the case of liquids, this asymptote is shifted horizontally (temperatures being plotted in abscissae, depths in ordinates) with respect to the geothermal profile by a quantity.

\[
1^\circ \text{ Centigrade} \times \frac{L (1 + \beta)}{G \beta}
\]

towards higher temperatures in the case of production, towards lower temperatures in the case of injection. For the numerical example considered here above, and for \( G = 33 \) meters, this shift \( \Delta T \) would be:

\[
1^\circ \text{ Centigrade} \times \frac{L (1 + \beta)}{G \beta} = 1840/33 = 56^\circ \text{ Centigrade}
\]

For the gas producing well the shift \( \Delta T \) would be:

\[
1^\circ \text{ Centigrade} \times \frac{J (1 + \beta)}{\beta} \left[ \frac{1}{G} - \frac{1}{y} \right] = 38^\circ \text{ C}
\]
Computations made for the case of a cylindrical pipe of infinite length lead to a solution where the temperature varies as a logarithmic function of the radial distance to the axis of the well; this is not compatible with the condition that at a sufficient distance \( T(r, z) \) be equal to \( T_e(z) \).

On the contrary, computations can be made without any difficulty for the case of an elongated ellipsoid of revolution and it is found that at the equator of the ellipsoid:

\[ 7) \quad \frac{2k}{Dz} (T_c - T_e) = T - T_c \]

the quantity \( \frac{2k}{Dz} = \beta \) is a dimensionless number.

Case of liquids

Combining 2) and 7), it is found that:

\[ 8) \quad L \left( \frac{1 + \beta}{\beta} \right) \frac{dT}{dz} + T = T_e(z) \]

Where \( L = \frac{A}{\pi D} \times \frac{PR}{B} \) is a length.

Case of gases

It is found that:

\[ 9) \quad J \left( \frac{1 + \beta}{\beta} \right) \frac{dT}{dz} + T = T_e(z) - \frac{J (1 + \beta)}{y \beta} \]

Where \( J = \frac{A}{\pi D} \times \frac{C_p \ p \ V}{\alpha} \) is a length.

Equation 9) is very similar to 8); for a given flow rate the term \( \frac{J (1 + \beta)}{y \beta} \) is constant; this shows that in the case of gas production, due to the cooling effect in relation with the expansion of the gas, the temperature profile is the same as would be observed for a non-compressible fluid but with formation temperatures which would be lower by a fixed amount.

\[ 10) \quad C \times \frac{J (1 + \beta)}{y \beta} \]

Numerical examples

Let \( D = .20 \text{ m} \)

\[ \frac{A}{\pi D} = .05 \text{ m} \]

In case of oil production, for \( V = 10 \text{ m/second} \) (approximately 1700 barrels per day), we find

\[ L \left( \frac{1 + \beta}{\beta} \right) = 1840 \text{ meters} \]
RESULTS

Using the results of the theoretical study, temperature profiles have been determined for a number of typical cases, so as to provide a sound basis for the interpretation of actual temperature logs. In all cases considered hereafter it is assumed that the producing intervals (or the intervals taking fluid) are very thin; it is also assumed that the geothermal profile is a straight line (TT' on all the figures).

- A : Oil Production -

A - 1

One interval P is producing; there is no vertical movement behind the casing, so that the oil entering the casing is at the temperature given by the geothermal profile at the corresponding depth. Starting from bottom, the temperature curve follows the geothermal profile up to the point of oil entry. Above this point, the curve is an exponential, with an asymptote AA' parallel to the geothermal line; the horizontal distance ΔT between the geothermal line and the asymptote can be expressed as a function of the mass flow rate M and of the casing diameter D:

\[ ΔT = \frac{1}{G} \left( a M^2 D^2 + b M \right) \]

a and b are coefficients depending essentially on the physical characteristics of the fluid produced, and the thermal conductivity of the formations.

In practice the relative values of coefficients a and b are such that the first term in the above expression of ΔT is negligible as compared to the second one, and accordingly ΔT is practically proportional to the weight of fluid produced per unit time; the size of the casing has very little effect. The shape of the curve, and the construction of the tangent at any point E are shown on figure A 1: draw EN horizontally, then NO vertically, OE is the tangent at E. At P the tangent is vertical.

A - 2

Two intervals, P_1 and P_2, are producing, with production rates M_1 and M_2. From bottom to P_2, the temperature curve has the shape indicated on figure A - 1. At P_2 there is an abrupt decrease of temperature. The oil from P_1 being at temperature T_1, the oil from P_2 at T_2 (geothermal profile), the mixture of the two takes the temperature T given by:

\[ (M_1 + M_2) T = M_1 T_1 + M_2 T_2 \]

The increased flow, above P_2, causes a displacement toward the right of the asymptote (see figure A-2); the position of this second asymptote A_A' with respect to the geothermal profile is given by:

\[ ΔT = \frac{b}{G} (M_1 + M_2) \]
A.3

At depth S, all the flow enters a tubing; above S temperature exchange between the flowing fluid and the formations is through natural convection of the oil which is trapped in the annular space between tubing and casing; the temperature curve remains exponential in shape, but as the coefficient of the natural convection is considerably smaller than that corresponding to the forced convection, the asymptote $A_2 A'_2$ is much further to the right (figure A.3).

A.4

The flow is through the annular space between tubing and casing; the fluid in the tubing does not move: in this case, the temperature observed in the tubing will be practically the same as if there were no tubing; hence at the level of the tubing shoe the curve will show no significant change.

A.5

The flow is through the annular space, and some fluid is lost at depth F. The fluid loss causes a shift toward the left of the asymptote, hence the point of fluid loss will be shown by a change of slope on the temperature curve, fig. A 5-1 and A 5-2. Figure A 5-3 is for the case where no fluid is produced at the surface.

A.6

Oil flows upward from $P_1$, between casing and formations, and enters the casing at $P_2$; the temperature curve is practically the same as if the oil entered the casing at $P_1$. In this case the temperature profile shows the origin $P_1$ of the oil, whereas a flowmeter will indicate the point of entry in the casing $P_2$.

A.7

Oil flows downward from $P$, between the casing and formations and enters the casing at $P'$. Below $P'$ the curve follows the geothermal profile; at $P'$ there is an abrupt temperature decrease; then the variation of temperature with depth follows a curve which has a vertical tangent at the level of $P'$. At $P$ there is a change of slope. Above $P$ the curve is as in case A.1 (Figure A.7).

A.8

As for A.7 there is a downward flow behind casing from $P$ to $P'$, but there is also oil production at $P'$. The curve is similar to that of case A.7, however the temperature anomaly at $P'$ is smaller and the tangent at $P'$ is no longer vertical (figure A.8).

A.9

There is no production; oil flows downward from $P$ into $P'$, either inside the casing, or behind the casing; due to the downward flow, the asymptote is to the left (side of lower temperatures) of the geothermal profile (figure A.9).
- B : Gas Production -

The gas expands as it escapes from the reservoir rock into the casing; this causes a substantial cooling, and accordingly the gas when it enters the casing is at a lower temperature than the formation from which it comes. Besides, the gas as it moves upward continues to expand and this expansion absorbs heat. As in the case of oil production, the temperature profile is an exponential curve, but the cooling due to gas expansion causes a shift toward the lower temperatures of both the asymptote and the parallel straight line from which the tangents to the temperature profile can be constructed (this is the geothermal profile in the case of oil production). The horizontal distance \( \Delta T \) between the guide-line and the asymptote is still given by,

\[
\Delta T = \frac{b M}{C_p} \frac{g}{g}
\]

as in the case of oil; however, gas and oil having different specific heats, the corresponding coefficients are also different. The horizontal distance by which the guide-line and the asymptote are shifted toward the lower temperatures is given by

\[
\Delta T = \frac{b M}{C_p} \frac{g}{g}
\]

where \( g \) is the acceleration of gravity (9.8 m/sec/sec) and \( C_p \) the specific heat of the gas at constant pressure; this is proportional to \( \Delta T \) and would be equal to about one third of \( \Delta T \) in the case of methane. Four cases only will be considered:

B - 1

One interval \( P \) is producing; there is no vertical movement behind the casing. The positions of the guide-line and of the asymptote depend on the production rate, as seen here above. Two cases are possible: if the permeabilities are comparatively low, there is a fairly large pressure drop between the reservoir and the casing, and the gas when it enters the casing is at a temperature lower than that corresponding to the guide-line; then the gas will first be heated up by the formations; the tangent will be vertical where the curve crosses the guide-line and above this point the gas becomes colder due to the combined effects of heat exchange with the formations and gas expansion. If the permeabilities are relatively high, the pressure drop between reservoir and casing is small and the gas when it enters the casing is at a temperature higher than that corresponding to the guide-line; in this case there is no warming up of the gas, and no reversal of the slope of the temperature profile. The two cases are shown on figure B - 1.

B - 2

Two intervals \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) are producing. To flow rates \( M_1 \) and \( M_1 + M_2 \) correspond two sets of guide lines and asymptotes \( L_1 \ L'_1 \), \( A_1 \ A'_1 \) and \( L_2 \ L'_2 \), \( A_2 \ A'_2 \) (figure B - 2).

B - 3

Gas escapes from the formation at \( P \), moves upward behind the casing and enters the casing at \( P' \). There is a cooling effect due to gas expansion at \( P \) and probably also at \( P' \); both parts of the temperature curve, between \( P \) and \( P' \), and above \( P \), have the same guide line and the same asymptote (figure B - 3).
Gas escapes from the formation at P, moves downward behind the casing and enters the casing at P'. In this case again there is gas expansion at P and at P' but the temperature log shows an abrupt temperature variation only at P'; at P there is a change of slope, as shown on figure B-4.

- C : Water Injection -

The temperature profiles are again exponential curves. As the water flows downward the asymptote AA' is on the low temperature side of the geothermal line, at a horizontal distance $\Delta T$ given by

$$\Delta T = -\frac{bM}{G}$$

C-1

One interval takes fluid. The shape of the curve, and the construction of the tangents are shown on figure C-1. Where the curve crosses the geothermal line, the tangent is vertical.

C-2 and C-3

Two intervals $P_1$ and $P_2$ take fluid, at mass flow rates $M_1$ and $M_2$.

Above $P_1$ the position of asymptote $A_1A_1'$ corresponds to total flow rate $M_1 + M_2$, whereas below $P_1$ asymptote $A_2A_2'$ is determined by flow rate $M_2$. At the level of $P_1$, there is a change of slope on the temperature curve. Cases C-2 and C-3 are similar; however in case C-3 there is a reversal of the curvature at $P_1$, because the curve overshoots asymptote $A_2A_2'$ (case C-3 is similar to case A-5-1, while C-2 is similar to A-5-2).

- D : Gas Injection

As the gas flows downward, its pressure increases; the compression produces heat. As a result the guide-line and the asymptote are shifted to the right, that is toward higher temperatures, by an amount proportional to the mass flow rate, and equal to about one third of

$$\Delta T = -\frac{bM}{G}$$

As in the case of gas production, a variation of the flow rate will produce a corresponding horizontal displacement of both the asymptote and the guide-line. Cases D1 D2 D3 are very similar to cases C1 C2 C3.
FIELD EXAMPLES

Example 1

This is an unusual case: nevertheless, this temperature profile is thought to be of great interest, as it is a striking illustration of the ability of temperature logs to give information about fluid movements behind pipe.

In this well a 7" casing was run down to 1300 meters. Some 20 hours after the cementation, the well started blowing oil and gas from the annular space between the surface pipe and the 7" casing. A temperature log was recorded a few days later in the 7" casing. From the bottom to 825 m, the curve is practically a straight line and the temperatures probably do not depart significantly from the geothermal profile, indicating that there is no fluid movement below 825 m. Between about 825 m and 660 m the temperature curve presents several anomalies in relation with the blow out; at 820 m the production is probably oil; at 750 m the large cold anomaly clearly indicates gas production; there is also gas production at about 725 m and 675 m. There is production also at 785 m but it is not too certain whether it is oil (probably), or gas. The very smooth shape of the curve indicates that the formations above 650 m were not producing.

The hydrocarbon bearing permeable formations, as determined from the open-hole electric logs, are shown on the figure; there are other hydrocarbon bearing permeable formations, below 1100 m.

After this temperature survey, perforations were made at 800 meters and the upper part of the 7" casing was successfully cemented.

Example 2

At the time of the survey this well was producing 1660 barrels per day of oil with a Gas Oil Ratio of 1050 (the solution GOR was about 400) and a water cut of 14%.

The reservoir is a 150 foot limestone and dolomite, the structure is very flat. There is a gas-cap and the gas-oil contact is at a fairly short vertical distance - less than 100 feet - above the upper perforations, but the well is at a large horizontal distance from the edge of the gas cap.

Two intervals, A and B, are perforated. According to the Flowmeter and Gradiomanometer logs, interval A contributes very little to the total production. The Gradiomanometer indicates a large gas entry opposite the lower half of interval B.

The temperature log recorded in the flowing well gives large cold anomalies not only opposite interval B but also near the bottom of interval A; the only possible explanation seems to be that a sizeable quantity of gas was being produced at that depth; for some reason, this gas was not entering the casing through perforations A, but through perforations B.

That this was possible was confirmed by a cement bond log (Through Tubing CBT-B tool) which indicated a very poor bond between A and B; it also indicated a very good bond below interval A.

The information given by the logs about the origin, or the point(s) of entry of the water produced, is not as clear. However the two temperature logs, made during production and with the well shut-in, show no significant departure below interval A from the expected geothermal profile other than a normal downward spreading of the cold anomaly due to the lower gas entry; accordingly, it seems that no water was channeling up behind casing from below interval A; this is confirmed by the good bond indication given by the CBT-B log (not shown).
The temperature log in the producing well covered an interval of only 100' above B and, as a consequence, it does not seem possible to reach a definite conclusion about the possibility of the water coming from higher up.

**Example 3**

This example correspond to a water injection well. The well has a 5 1/2" casing, perforated for water injection at 3,220-3,270.

The first temperature survey (dashed curve) was recorded after the well had been shut-in several hours. Then injection was resumed, at a rate of about 800 barrels per day, and another temperature survey (solid curve) was made after 20 hours. The approximate geothermal profile is also shown on the figure.

Looking at the temperatures recorded during injection, we see that the water is injected at a temperature in excess of 110°F. The water being at a much higher temperature than the formations near surface, the formations cool down the water. At about 1,200 feet the water (solid curve) and the formations (geothermal profile) are at the same temperature. Then below 1,200', the formations, being at a higher temperature, warm up the water. At about 3,270' there is an abrupt temperature increase and the temperature measured at the bottom of the well is approximately that of the geothermal profile. This confirms that no water is flowing downward past 3,270'.

Looking now at the dashed curve, we see that when injection stops, the temperatures in the fluid column change rapidly and tend to become equal to the temperature of the formations (geothermal profile). There is a striking exception, however; opposite the perforations, in spite of the fact that the temperature recorded is some 22°F lower than the temperature of the geothermal profile, the change is much smaller. At that depth it would take many days to establish temperature equilibrium, and reach a temperature equal to that of the geothermal profile.

This can be explained as follows. At 3,000', for example, the water flowing downward being colder than the formations cools down the formations, but only to a short distance from the casing because the thermal conductivity of the formations is low; when injection is stopped the formations rapidly warm up the water in the casing. At the level of the perforations, the water flows into the formations and lowers the temperature of the formations to a considerable distance (depending not on thermal conductivity, this time, but mostly on flow rate and porosity); accordingly a long time is needed to warm up to equilibrium temperature the formations and the fluid in casing. Of course, near the bottom, where the temperatures have never been disturbed by the injection, there is no significant temperature difference between the solid and the dashed curves.

The two temperature curves then clearly show that the water was going into the formations at 3220-3270, as expected, yet a continuous flowmeter indicated that the casing was leaking at about 600', and that no water was flowing downward inside the casing below that depth. This means then that, in spite of the casing failure, the water was reaching the right formations, flowing downward behind the casing below 600'.

It seems that all the water leaving the casing at about 600' was reaching the formations at 3220'-3270'. Any other formation taking water would have been indicated by an appreciable change of the slope of the temperature profile, and also by a much slower rate of variation of temperature after injection is stopped, as observed at 3220-3270.

As expected from the theoretical study, the temperature log does not show any significant anomaly at the depth of the casing leak.
Example 4

This corresponds to another water injection well in the same field. The 5 1/2" casing has several perforated intervals between 3260' and 3300'.

The solid curve was recorded during injection, with an injection rate of about 800 barrels per day. Then the injection was stopped and, after 13 hours, the dashed curve was recorded. The approximate geothermal profile is also shown.

Below about 1400' the dashed curve and the solid curve are identical and remain very close to the expected geothermal profile and both curves have a fairly constant slope about equal to that of the expected geothermal profile. These three features indicate that no water at all had reached that depth of about 1400'. A continuous flowmeter, made a few days later, showed that all of the injected water was leaving the casing at 180'.

Where was the water going? Above about 330' the temperature changes rapidly when injection stops; this, as already explained, indicates that the temperature disturbance affects only a small volume of formations close to the casing; the formations above 330' probably were not taking water.

The abrupt change of slope at about 1,200-1,250' of the temperature curve recorded during injection may well correspond to the lowest formations taking water; between 800' and 1,250', the two temperature curves do not differ much but, as already explained, the temperatures are expected to change slowly opposite formations taking water.

The water, then, is probably going into formations located between about 400' and 1,250'. It does not seem possible to carry the interpretation further without some additional information: depths of permeable formations (these would be given by the open hole electrical logs) and geothermal profile.

The fact that the temperature profile recorded during injection does not look quite as would be expected from the theoretical considerations has several possible explanations:

- the temperature of the water injected probably is not constant

- there is a second string of casing, of larger diameter, down to about 800'; thus it would be possible for example to have a downward flow in the annular space between the two casings and an upward flow behind the larger casing.

In any case, the Temperature log very clearly shows that the water does not reach the right formation and that it goes somewhere between about 400' and 1250'.

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical curves of figures A, B, C and D show what kind of information temperature logs can be expected to give in production wells and in injection wells; with the help of the other production logs, as explained for example in case A-6, it should be possible to detect vertical fluid movements of any significance behind pipe. The theoretical derivations are very well confirmed by the actual temperature profiles. Besides both the theoretical figures (A 5-3 for example) and the actual logs show that better information is obtained if the temperature logs are recorded not only during stabilized production or injection, but also after a shut-in period of several hours.
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ABSTRACT

Well flow equations presently used in the analysis of pumping tests and the prediction of water levels have been derived under the assumption that aquifers are isotropic. These existing equations are not applicable to anisotropic aquifers such as fractured rocks.

In this paper, an equation is derived for the drawdown distribution around a well discharging at a constant rate from an infinite anisotropic aquifer. Drawdowns computed by this equation are compared and found to be in good agreement with those observed in an electric-analog model constructed for this purpose. It is shown that pumping test data from a minimum of three observation wells can be analyzed to obtain the components of the transmissibility tensor along an arbitrarily chosen set of axes, and that these components, in turn, can be used to determine the principal transmissibilities and the orientation of the principal axes. The method is illustrated with an example.

INTRODUCTION

Equations presently used in analyses of pumping tests and predictions of water levels have been derived under the assumption that the aquifers are isotropic. These existing equations are not applicable to anisotropic aquifers such as some fractured rocks in which joint patterns cause variations of the permeability in different directions.

This paper derives an equation for the nonsteady drawdown distribution around a well discharging at a constant rate from an homogeneous anisotropic aquifer of infinite areal extent.

The flow of ground water in aquifers follows Darcy's law which states that the velocity is proportional to the negative gradient of the hydraulic head. In vectorial form this can be written as

\[ \mathbf{v} = -K \mathbf{grad} h \]

where \( \mathbf{v} \) is the velocity vector, the constant of proportionality \( K \) the permeability (hydraulic conductivity) of the aquifer, and \( h \) the hydraulic head.

(1) Present address: Dept. of Geol. and Geophys., Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
In anisotropic aquifers the velocity vector and the hydraulic gradient vector are generally not parallel. The constant of proportionality $K$ is then a symmetric tensor of the second rank (Ferrandon, 1948; Scheidegger, 1954; Liskopoulos, 1962), usually referred to as the "permeability tensor", which transforms the components of the hydraulic gradient into those of the velocity. The velocity and the hydraulic gradient have the same direction only along one of three orthogonal axes called the "principal axes" of the permeability tensor. The anisotropy of an aquifer can be defined by the orientation of the principal axes and the magnitudes of the components of permeability along them.

For the two-dimensional flow problem treated in this paper use of the "transmissibility tensor" $T$, which is the product of the two-dimensional permeability tensor and the thickness of the aquifer, is convenient. In matrix notation the two-dimensional symmetric transmissibility tensor can be written as

$$T = \begin{bmatrix} T_{xx} & T_{xy} \\ T_{yx} & T_{yy} \end{bmatrix}$$

where $x$ and $y$ are an arbitrary set of orthogonal axes. For the principal axes $\xi$ and $\eta$ the above equation reduces to

$$T = \begin{bmatrix} T_{\xi\xi} & 0 \\ 0 & T_{\eta\eta} \end{bmatrix}$$

$T_{\xi\xi}$ and $T_{\eta\eta}$ being the maximum and minimum transmissibilities, respectively.

**ANALYSIS**

The distribution of drawdown around a well of constant discharge which fully penetrates an infinite anisotropic artesian aquifer is described by the following boundary value problem

$$T_{xx} \frac{\partial^2 s}{\partial x^2} + 2 T_{xy} \frac{\partial^2 s}{\partial x \partial y} + T_{yy} \frac{\partial^2 s}{\partial y^2} + Q \delta(x) \delta(y) = S \frac{\partial s}{\partial t}$$

(1)

where $s$ is the drawdown, $T_{xx}$, $T_{xy}$, and $T_{yy}$ the components of the transmissibility tensor, $S$ the storage coefficient, $Q$ the discharge of the well, $\delta$ the Dirac delta function, $x$ and $y$ the coordinates of an arbitrary set of orthogonal axes with origin at the well, and $t$ the time since the flow started.

The theory of integral transforms is used in solving the problem. By using the Laplace transformation with respect to $s$ and initial condition 2 the problem can be expressed as

$$T_{xx} \frac{\partial^2 s}{\partial x^2} + 2 T_{xy} \frac{\partial^2 s}{\partial x \partial y} + T_{yy} \frac{\partial^2 s}{\partial y^2} + \frac{Q}{p} \delta(x) \delta(y) = Sp$$

(5)

where $s$ is the Laplace transform of $s$, $p$ is the transform of $t$, $Q$ the complex results in

$$-T_{xx} x^2 w - 21$$

where $w$ is the transform of $w$. Transforming once more the $y$ yields an explicit expression

$$z = \frac{Q}{2\pi}$$

where $z$ is the transform of $z$. Equation 10 is obtained by making certain convenience. Taking the inverse Fourier transform yields the formal solution

$$s$$

and in which

$$u_x$$

If the coordinate axes transmissibility tensor, etc
hydraulic gradient vector are \( K \) is then a symmetric tensor 4; Liakopoulos, 1964), usually forms the components of the initial and the hydraulic gradient. Principal axes called the "principal components of permeability"

this paper use of the "trans-

misibilities, respectively.

stant discharge which fully \( \psi \) by the following boundary

\[ v) \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \delta(y) = S \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta \psi \] (1)

\[ (v) \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \delta(y) = S \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta \psi \] (2)

\[ (v) \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta(y) = S \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta \psi \] (3)

\[ (v) \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta(y) = S \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta \psi \] (4)

components of the transmissibility.

well, \( \delta \) the Dirac delta function, al axes with origin at the well, centraling the problem. By using the condition 2 the problem can be

\[ x) \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \delta(y) = \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta \psi \] (5)

\[ (x) \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \delta(y) = \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta \psi \] (6)

\[ (x) \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta(y) = \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \delta \psi \] (7)

where \( i \) is the Laplace transform of \( x \), and \( p \) the parameter of the transformation. Application of the complex Fourier transform with respect to \( x \) to the above equations results in

\[ -T_{xx}^2 w - 2izT_{xy} \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} + T_{yy} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2} + \frac{Q}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \delta(y) = Spw \] (8)

\[ w(x, \pm \infty, p) = 0 \] (9)

where \( w \) is the transform of \( x \), \( x \) the parameter of the transformation and \( i = \sqrt{-1} \). Transforming once more through use of the complex Fourier transform with respect to \( y \) yields an explicit expression for the transform of the solution

\[ z = \frac{Q}{2\pi p} \frac{1}{T_{xx}^2 + 2T_{xy}x\beta + T_{yy}x^2 + Sp} \] (10)

where \( i \) is the transform of \( w \) and \( \beta \) the parameter of the transformation.

Equation 10 is obtained irrespective of the order that the three transformations are made. Consequently, the order of inversion is irrelevant and can be chosen for convenience. Taking first the inverse Fourier transform with respect to \( y \), one obtains

\[ w = \frac{Q}{2\sqrt{2\pi}} \frac{\exp \left( \frac{iyz_{y1} - y1}{T_{yy}^{1/2} \left( (T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{xy}^2)\alpha^2 + ST_{yy}p \right)} \right) \right)}{p \left( (T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{xy})x^2 + ST_{yy}p \right)} \] (11)

Then, taking the inverse Laplace transform through use of the convolution integral results in

\[ L^{-1} \{ w \} = \frac{Q}{2\pi T_{yy}^{1/2}} \int_0^t \exp \left( -\frac{y^2S}{4T_{yy}t} - \frac{(T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{xy})x^2 + ST_{yy}p}{T_{yy}} \right) dt \] (12)

where \( L^{-1} \) denotes the inverse Laplace transform of \( w \). Finally, taking the inverse Fourier transform with respect to \( x \), and after some mathematical manipulation we obtain the formal solution

\[ s = \frac{Q}{4\pi \sqrt{T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{xy}}} W(u) \] (13)

where \( W(u) \) is the negative exponential integral, known in the field of hydrology as the "well function", defined as

\[ W(u) = \int_u^\infty \frac{e^{-t}}{t} dt \]

and in which

\[ u = \frac{S \left( T_{xx}y^2 + T_{yy}x^2 - 2T_{xy}xy \right)}{4T_{yy}T_{xx} - T_{xy}^2} \] (14)

If the coordinate axes \( x \) and \( y \) coincide with the principal axes \( \xi \) and \( \eta \) of the transmissibility tensor, equation 13 reduces to

\[ s = \frac{Q}{4\pi \sqrt{T_{\xi\xi}T_{\eta\eta}}} W(u_{\xi\xi}) \] (15)
where \( T_{ee} \) and \( T_{qq} \) are the "principal transmissibilities" and
\[
\eta_{ee} = \frac{S}{4t} \left( \frac{T_{ee}q_1^2 + T_{qq}q_2^2}{T_{ee}T_{qq}} \right) \tag{16}
\]

Equation 15 is similar to one given by Collins (1961).

For small values of its argument, that is for \( u < 0.02 \), the well function appearing in equations 13 and 15 can be closely approximated (Cooper and Jacob, 1946) by
\[
W(u) = -0.5772 - \log_{10} u = 2.303 \log_{10} \frac{2.25}{4u}
\]

Substituting this approximation in equations 13 and 15 one obtains solutions for relatively large values of time as
\[
s = \frac{2.303 Q}{4\pi \sqrt{T_{ee}T_{qq}}} \log_{10} \left[ \frac{2.25 t}{S \left( \frac{T_{ee}T_{qq} - T_{ee}^2}{T_{ee}q_1^2 + T_{qq}q_2^2} \right)} \right] \tag{17}
\]

for an arbitrary set of axes, and
\[
s = \frac{2.303 Q}{4\pi \sqrt{T_{ee}T_{qq}}} \log_{10} \left[ \frac{2.25 t}{S \left( \frac{T_{ee}T_{qq} - T_{ee}^2}{T_{ee}q_1^2 + T_{qq}q_2^2} \right)} \right] \tag{18}
\]

for the principal axes.

As an examination of the drawdown equations indicates, for a given time, lines of equal drawdown around a well pumping from an anisotropic aquifer have the form of concentric ellipses (fig. 1) with transverse axes along the maximum transmissibility axis \( \xi \) and conjugate axes along the minimum transmissibility axis \( \eta \).

Measured and computed drawdowns, are shown on graph paper with time at \( \xi = 100 \), representing the observe screen. The measured differences being due to

**Application to pumping**

The use of analytic solutions for the transmissibility and by some means, these pumping tests, which cc equations for the flow...
ANALOG MODEL RESULTS

The analytical solution obtained in the previous pages was verified by an electric analog model consisting of a rectangular resistance-capacitance network. The model was designed for an aquifer having principal transmissibilities $T_{xx}$ and $T_{yy}$ of 37 cm²/sec and 11 cm²/sec and a storage coefficient of 0.048. The well discharged at a rate of 6.67 liters/sec. A node spacing corresponding to a 50 meter orthogonal grid was chosen. One quadrant of the infinite space bounded by the $\xi$ and $\eta$ axes was modeled. To simulate an infinite aquifer the model was extended in both directions beyond the limits that would be reached by the effect of pumping within the period of measurement.

The analytical solution obtained in the previous pages was verified by an electric analog model consisting of a rectangular resistance-capacitance network. The model was designed for an aquifer having principal transmissibilities $T_{xx}$ and $T_{yy}$ of 37 cm²/sec and 11 cm²/sec and a storage coefficient of 0.048. The well discharged at a rate of 6.67 liters/sec. A node spacing corresponding to a 50 meter orthogonal grid was chosen. One quadrant of the infinite space bounded by the $\xi$ and $\eta$ axes was modeled. To simulate an infinite aquifer the model was extended in both directions beyond the limits that would be reached by the effect of pumping within the period of measurement.

The well function appearing by Cooper and Jacob, [1946] by

and

\[
- \frac{T_{xx}^2}{2 - 2 T_{xx} T_{yy}} \]  

(17) \[
T_{xx} T_{yy} \left[ \frac{1}{T_{xx}^2} + \frac{1}{T_{yy}^2} \right] \]  

(18)

indicates, for a given time, lines isotropic aquifer have the form the maximum transmissibility axis $\eta$.

\[ z = 12 \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec} \quad T_{yy} = 3 \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec} \]
\[ d = 0.001 \quad Q = 5.46 \text{ liters/sec} \]
\[ t = 400 \text{ hrs} \]

Fig. 2

Measured and computed drawdowns at each node point, for $10^9$ seconds of pumping, are shown on figure 2. Variation of the computed and observed drawdown with time at $\xi = 100$ meters and $\eta = 100$ meters is shown on figure 3. The curve representing the observed drawdown was traced from a photograph of the oscilloscope screen. The measured and computed values in the two figures agree closely, the slight differences being due to instrumental error.

APPLICATION TO PUMPING TESTS

The use of analytical solutions in quantitative hydrologic studies requires that the transmissibility and storage coefficient of the aquifers be determined or estimated by some means. These formation constants are usually determined from analyses of pumping tests, which consist of relating observed drawdowns to theoretical drawdown equations for the flow system under consideration.
appropriate theoretical equations are equations 13 or 17 if the principal axes are not known, and equations 15 or 18 if the principal axes are known. The method of analysis is essentially the "type-curve" or, if applicable, the "straight-line" method, both of which are well known to hydrologists from their use in the analyses of tests of isotropic aquifers. The observed drawdown $s$ is plotted against time $t$ or reciprocal of time $1/t$ for each observation well. Because of the absence of radial symmetry, the composite drawdown graph ($s$ against $r^2/t$, where $r$ is the radial distance) and the distance-drawdown ($s$ against $r$) plots which are used in tests of isotropic aquifers,
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2. From tables of the well function $W'(n)$ [Wenzel, 1942] prepare a type curve of $W'(n/2)$ against $n/2$ on logarithmic paper. The curve so obtained is known as the type curve.

3. Plot observed values of the drawdown $s$ against reciprocal time $1/t$ for each of the three observation wells on logarithmic paper to the same scale as the type curve.

4. Superpose the observed data plot on the type curve and, keeping the coordinate axes of the two plots parallel, find, for each well, the best fit of the data on the type curve. Choose a match point for each well and record the dual coordinates $W'(n/2)$, $s$, $u_{w}$ and $1/t$ of each match point.

5. Substitute the values of $W'(n/2)$ and $s$ from each match point into equation 11 and solve for $(T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{x}^{2}y)$. All three match points should yield the same, or approximately the same, value for $(T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{x}^{2}y)$. If they do not, judgement must be used to obtain an "average" value.

6. Substitute the values of $u_{w}$ and $1/t$ from each match point and the value of $(T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{x}^{2}y)$ obtained in step 5 into equation 14 and, using the coordinates of the observation well corresponding to each match point, solve the resulting three equations for the products $ST_{xx}$, $ST_{yy}$ and $ST_{xy}$.

7. Solve these products for $ST_{xx}$, $ST_{yy}$ and $ST_{xy}$ in terms of $S$, and, substituting these into the expression $(T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{x}^{2}y)$ whose value is known from step 5, obtain $S$.

8. Having found $S$, calculate $T_{xx}$, $T_{yy}$ and $T_{xy}$ from the products obtained in step 6.

**Straight-line method**

The straight-line method of analysis can be used only if all or the latter part of the observed drawdown data for all three observation wells falls within the range of time for which equation 17 is applicable.

1. Same as step 1 of type-curve method.

2. Plot observed values of drawdown $s$ in each observation well against time $t$ on semilogarithmic paper with $t$ on the logarithmic scale. If the latter data plot as a straight line equation 17 probably applies.

3. For each well draw a straight line through those points that plot as a straight line. An examination of equation 17 shows that this straight line has a slope $(dS/dt)$ per log cycle given by

$$
\frac{dS}{cycle} = \frac{2.303 Q}{4\pi\sqrt{T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{x}^{2}y}}
$$

(19)

and a $t$-intercept $t_0$ given by

$$
t_0 = \frac{S}{2.25} \left( \frac{T_{xx}y^{2} + T_{yy}x^{2} - 2 T_{x}^{2}y}{T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{x}^{2}y} \right)
$$

(20)

4. Find the intercept $t_0$ and the slope $dS/dt$ of each line. All these lines should have the same, or approximately the same, slope. If differences exist obtain an average value.

5. Substitute the slope in equation 19 and calculate $(T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{x}^{2}y)$.

6. Substitute the intercept $t_0$ of each line and the value of $(T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{x}^{2}y)$ obtained in step 5 into equation 20 and, using the coordinates of the observation well corresponding to each intercept, solve the resulting three equations for the products $ST_{xx}$, $ST_{yy}$ and $ST_{xy}$.

7. Follow the same procedure as in steps 7 and 8 of the type curve method to calculate $S$, $T_{xx}$, $T_{yy}$ and $T_{xy}$.
After the components \( T_{xx}, T_{yy} \) and \( T_{xy} \) of the transmissibility tensor are obtained from the type-curve or the straight-line method, the principal transmissibilities \( T_{\parallel} \) and \( T_{\perp} \) and the orientation of the principal axes can be determined by making use of tensor properties. The following relations, obtained from the invariants and the rules of transformation of tensors, apply for all symmetric tensors of the second rank:

\[
T_{\parallel} = \frac{1}{2} \left( (T_{xx} + T_{yy}) + \sqrt{(T_{xx} - T_{yy})^2 + 4 T_{xy}^2} \right) \tag{21}
\]

\[
T_{\perp} = \frac{1}{2} \left( (T_{xx} + T_{yy}) - \sqrt{(T_{xx} - T_{yy})^2 + 4 T_{xy}^2} \right) \tag{22}
\]

\[
\theta = \arctan \left( \frac{T_{\parallel} - T_{xx}}{T_{xy}} \right) \tag{23}
\]

where \( \theta \) is the angle between the \( x \) and the \( \xi \) axis, positive in a counterclockwise direction from the \( x \)-axis, and restricted for convenience to the interval \( 0 \leq \theta < \pi \).

**ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE**

A 12-hour pumping test was conducted to determine the hydraulic properties of an anisotropic aquifer. The well \( PW \) was pumped at a rate of 12.57 liters/sec. and the drawdown was observed at three observation wells \( OW-1, OW-2 \) and \( OW-3 \) located as shown on figure 4. The drawdown data are given on table 1. The problem is to find the storage coefficient and principal transmissibilities of the aquifer and the direction of the principal axes.

![Diagram](image)

**Solution**

The coordinates of the observation wells are:

\( OW-1 \) \( (x_1, y_1) = (0.24, 0.37) \)
\( OW-2 \) \( (x_2, y_2) = (0.19, 0.28) \)
\( OW-3 \) \( (x_3, y_3) = (0.52, 0.53) \)

A semilogarithmic analysis is applicable. The \( t \)-intercepts are:

\[
(t_1) = 0.24 \quad (t_2) = 0.37 \quad (t_3) = 0.52
\]

From equation 19 we have:

\[
(T_{xx} T_{yy} - T_{xy}^2) = \]

![Table](image)
Solution

The coordinate axes are chosen with the x-axis passing through OW-1 and the coordinates of the observation wells are determined as

\[
\begin{align*}
OW/1 & : x = 28.3 \text{ m}; y = 0 \\
OW/2 & : x = 9.0 \text{ m}; y = 33.5 \text{ m} \\
OW/3 & : x = -19.3 \text{ m}; y = -5.2 \text{ m}
\end{align*}
\]

A semilogarithmic plot of the data (fig. 5) shows that the straightline method of analysis is applicable. The slope of the lines drawn through the latter part of the data is the same for all three lines and has the value of 1.15 meters per log cycle. The t-intercepts are:

\[
\begin{align*}
(t_0)_1 & = 0.37 \text{ min.} \\
(t_0)_2 & = 0.72 \text{ min.} \\
(t_0)_3 & = 0.24 \text{ min.}
\end{align*}
\]

From equation 19 we obtain

\[
(T_{xx}T_{yy} - T_{xy}^2) = \left( \frac{2.303 \times 12.57 \text{ liters/sec.}}{4\pi \times 1.15 \text{ m} \times 1000 \text{ liter/m}^3} \right)^2 = 4 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^6/\text{sec}^2.
\]

\[\text{(26)}\]
Substituting from (24), (25) and (26) into equation 20 we find

\[(28.3)^2 ST_{yy} = 2.00 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m}^4/\text{sec.}\]
\[(33.5)^2 ST_{xx} + (9.0)^2 ST_{yy} - 2(33.5)(9.0) ST_{xy} = 3.89 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m}^4/\text{sec.}\]
\[(5.2)^2 ST_{xx} + (19.3)^2 ST_{yy} - 2(5.2)(19.3) ST_{xy} = 1.39 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m}^4/\text{sec.}\]

Solving these three equations simultaneously we obtain

\[T_{xx} = \frac{2.5 \times 10^{-7}}{S} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec.} \] \[T_{yy} = \frac{2.5 \times 10^{-7}}{S} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec.} \] \[T_{xy} = -\frac{1.5 \times 10^{-7}}{S} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec.} \] (27)

Substituting from (27) into (26) gives

\[\frac{6.25 \times 10^{-14} - 2.25 \times 10^{-14}}{S^2} = 4 \times 10^{-6} \]
or

\[S = 10^{-4} \] (28)

Finally, by substituting from (28) into (27) we have

\[T_{xx} = 2.5 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec.} = 25 \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec.} \]
\[T_{yy} = 2.5 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec.} = 25 \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec.} \]
\[T_{xy} = -1.5 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec.} = -15 \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec.} \]

With the components of the transmissibility tensor now known, the principal transmissibilities are obtained from equation 21 and 22 as

\[T_{xx} = \frac{1}{2} \left( (25+25) + [4 \times (-15)]^2 \right) = 40 \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec.} \]
\[T_{xy} = \frac{1}{2} \left( (25+25) - [4 \times (-15)]^2 \right) = 10 \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec.} \]

The angle \( \theta \) between \( x \) and \( \xi \) axis is found from equation 23 to be

\[\theta = \arctan \left( \frac{40 - 25}{-15} \right) \]
\[= \arctan (-1) \]
\[= 135^\circ \]
TABLE I

Drawdown data from observations well OW-1, OW-2, and OW-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time t since pumping started (minutes)</th>
<th>OW-1 Drawdown s (meters)</th>
<th>OW-2 Drawdown s (meters)</th>
<th>OW-3 Drawdown s (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>1.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>1.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.215</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>1.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>1.089</td>
<td>1.609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.549</td>
<td>1.225</td>
<td>1.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.653</td>
<td>1.329</td>
<td>1.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.853</td>
<td>1.531</td>
<td>2.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.019</td>
<td>1.677</td>
<td>2.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.703</td>
<td>1.853</td>
<td>2.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.344</td>
<td>2.019</td>
<td>2.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.450</td>
<td>2.123</td>
<td>2.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.541</td>
<td>2.210</td>
<td>2.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.750</td>
<td>2.416</td>
<td>2.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>2.901</td>
<td>2.555</td>
<td>3.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>2.998</td>
<td>2.670</td>
<td>3.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>3.075</td>
<td>2.750</td>
<td>3.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>3.235</td>
<td>2.901</td>
<td>3.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.351</td>
<td>2.998</td>
<td>3.565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>3.438</td>
<td>3.118</td>
<td>3.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>3.587</td>
<td>3.247</td>
<td>3.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>3.784</td>
<td>3.455</td>
<td>3.996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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